
Stories Drive the World 

In recent days I have had several really great conversations, centred on AI and 
its potential place in the world of tomorrow.


The first conversation was with an amazing man named Ron Rasch, who is 
working at several levels with AI.  Our conversation centred on AI as being the 
master storyteller and having the ability to make up stories which will thrill and 
captivate the world - ad infinitum!  We spoke about there being ‘8 million stories 
in the naked city’ of New York, for starters!  We talked about how there have 
been 100 billion people who have walked the face of this earth since Adam, and 
how each and every person is unique, separate and distinct and has their own 
special and interesting story.


Then I got together with the most intelligent person I know, my great friend Dr. 
Brent Brooks.  Brent was very much a fan of AI.  In many senses he still is.  But 
our conversation took an unexpected turn.  We were talking about AI and the 
flaws/untruths it comes up with and its inability to detect these flaws.  From 
there we spoke about the greatest area of human connection - interpersonal 
relationships - sitting down over a coffee or a beer or a meal and just speaking 
and being with someone else.  Brent’s point was that there is something which 
AI does not possess and to his minds will never possess - that being emotion.


The third conversation I had was not a conversation at all.  It was a thought 
about a truly amazing man I know named Chris Agnos, who is the driving force 
behind an organization named Sustainable Human - which he refers to as being 
a video storyteller.  Chris tells stories which evolve human consciousness.  He is 
the absolute best at what he does!


My story - Come Away With Me - will involve a group of pioneers - 200-300 of 
the most amazing people God has brought into my life for this reason - going 
first across every square mile of our planet and reporting back to a watching and 
waiting world all the amazing things which are taking place as earth becomes 
Heaven.  And then we will move outwards, first to New Jerusalem, which 
represents 1500 levels, each 1500 square miles in area, all of which being 
different and new civilizations - Atlantis being simply one of these.  And from 
there we will move even further outwards - to explore our entire universe and the 
infinite number of parallel universes!  Chris Agnos and his team will be there at 
every step to capture, in vivid video, every important second of our travels - in 
order to stimulate and inspire all those waiting to follow in our footsteps!

https://sustainablehuman.org/
https://rossg3.ca/the-movie.php

